
Welcome back to Term 3!  I trust you all had an opportunity to 
spend some time with your kids over the school holiday break 
– and that you managed to stay dry in the wet weather!   

Our regular newsletter will go out in even weeks this term - 
this is a special edition. 

This week marks the one year anniversary of Mr Ernst’s 
passing. On 24 September, students will be encouraged to 
remember Mr Ernst through the wearing of their footy colours, 
and a formal memorial will be held when we have some tree 
planting done at a later date. For those of you who would like 
to discuss this anniversary with your children, Chaplain Sam 
has provided some information about how to talk to your child 
about grief.  
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As we near the anniversary of Derrick’s death and plans are 

made for a memorial day at school, I encourage you to take 

note of how your child is coping. 

All of our children grieve differently.  

Their grief can be tricky if they were too young to grasp the 

concept of death as being a permanent thing at the time of 

Derrick’s passing. They can believe it is temporary given so 

many video games and cartoons depict characters springing 

back to life after mortal wounds. When a child thinks like this 

they will often feel sad in small spurts, missing the person who 

has died every now and then. It is their difficulty to understand 

the permanency of death which can restrict their ability to fully 

grasp the impact of the loss to their life. With the anniversary 

of Derrick’s death and the memorial day being held you may 

notice some different behaviours in your child. For example, 

your child may cry one minute and be playing  the next. This 

does not mean the child is not sad or that the memorial day is 

not affecting them.  A child’s play can help prevent them from 

feeling overwhelmed. 

Helping Children to Grieve: 

 Availability: Provide a non-judgemental and open space for 
the child to express their feelings through talk and play. 
Behave as normal. E.g. If the child wants to dance or sing, 
encourage them and participate as you would normally. 

 Patience: Children like adults deal with grief in their own 
way. Different reactions will relate to the development stage 
and maturity of the child as well as the relationship they had 

with the deceased.  If you notice any behaviours that 
concern you please don’t hesitate to give me a call.  You can 
also email samantha.foreman@education.wa.edu.au 

 Honesty: Honesty is always the best approach. Children will 
pick up on what is going on around them. It can help to 
share a special memory or story the child can relate to 
about the person who has died. 

 Sympathy: Show understanding and recognition of their loss 
through your words. Here are some suggested sentiments: 

 “Sometimes we feel like it’s our fault when someone 
dies, but it’s not.” 

 “It’s hard to imagine someone we love has died.” 

 “I am so sorry Mr Ernst died. I know you will miss him.” 

 “When someone dies, it’s OK to talk about how you 
feel.” 

Most importantly remember that the process of grief is one 
that is different for everyone and takes place over time. 
Support for your child can be provided through the above 
suggestions as well as at appropriate times offering activities to 
help take their mind of the sadness. All it takes to support any 
person through the journey of grief is empathy, patience and 
understanding. 
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